
This does not have to be the “new normal”

Why question the new lockdown reality? Ask yourself…  

 Why were masks, social distancing, and lockdowns not implemented during the 2018 

tuberculosis pandemic or other past outbreaks?

 How do COVID survival rates vary across age ranges?  Should the healthy lockdown?  Did

death rates spike in countries with no lockdown orders?

 How does the infection fatality rate (IFR) COVID-19 relate to actual mortality?  Is an 

average IFR of 0.26% concerning? How does that compare to Influenza A and B?  How is 

herd immunity achieved within a population?

 How accurate have Neil Ferguson’s models been in the past? Why did we follow his 

lockdown advice?  Did he abide by the lockdown rules?

 What ties exist between pharmaceutical companies and WHO or CDC leadership?  How 

does Big Pharma benefit when a pandemic is declared?

 Does RT-PCR test for live virus?  What is its false positive rate?  What does it mean to be 

“positive,” and can that definition change across test labs?

 Why did Kerry Mullis, PCR inventor, advise against its use for diagnosis?

 Why have multiple peer-reviewed publications showing surgical mask ineffectiveness 

been ignored?  What are the health risks of mask wearing?



 Why have hundreds of doctors been demanding the end of lockdowns?

 Why did Fauci and Gates guarantee pandemics in 2017 and 2018?  What was Event 201?

Which institutions were involved in this Oct ’19 exercise?  

 What protections from vaccine harm do you have under the 2005 PREP Act?  What are 

the implications of Jacobson vs. Massachusetts?

 Has significant injury or infection resulted from past vaccination programs?

 What implications to your genome and health do new experimental RNA vaccines pose?

Is it possible for the rushed vaccines to be safe?

 What is Antibody Dependent Enhancement? How did it lead to the death of hundreds in

the Philippines who were vaccinated against Dengue Fever?  

 Do state governors have the constitutional authority to mandate masks, lockdowns, 

business closures, or vaccination?

 When have governments given rights back that were taken away for “safety?” Why is 

the U.S. military involved in Operation Warp Speed? 

Begin Discovering the Truth About the Pandemic.
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